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Abstract--This a two-dimensional, finite difference, vertically averaged hydrodynamic 
model for shallow water estuaries. It utilizes three time levels and solves for current 
components in alternating direction exclusively by an implicit scheme. The purpose of 
using the implicit approach is to minimize the instability problem by which the usual 
implicit-explicit alternating scheme is inherently plagued when grid size is small or when 
water depths are deep. This is due to the explicit scheme limitation, whose time step is 
governed by the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy criterion. By the implicit-implicit scheme, a
large time step would greatly reduce the CPU time. An effort was also made to model the 
effects of canals in the estuarine system. A different grid system than Leendertse's was 
used to lessen the lateral smoothing in Chezy coefficients caused by the large gradient of 
water bottom features. This grid system has both water elevation and depth measured at 
the center of the grid and is especially applicable for uneven grid-size models. The 
computer program is written to ensure easy-to-use f atures o that this model can be 
readily applied to different estuaries. 
Louisiana coastal features are dominated by shallow estuarine systems. Their hydro- 
dynamic and ecological characteristics are balanced among Gulf of Mexico tidal 
influences, wind tides, and the upland watershed. These delicate balances have also been 
upset by human activities in canals and pipeline proliferation. The resulting saltwater 
intrusion has been a major factor in wetland destruction. 
One of the tools used to understand wetland interacting processes is mathematical 
modelling. Many hydrodynamic models [1] have been developed in recent years as 
attempts to simulate some of the processes. Both finite difference and finite element [2] 
models have been successful. Some are easier to use than others. Most of these finite 
difference models [3, 4, 5] employ an alternating direction, implicit-explicit scheme in 
solving the differential equations of momentum and continuity. The time steps chosen 
are critical to their computational stability. Instability becomes quite a problem when 
grid sizes are narrow or when water depths are deep. The working time step, governed 
by the Courant-Fr iedr ich-Lewy (CFL) criterion, in some cases may have to be reduced 
to just a few seconds. The resulting small time step, in turn, costs both in computation 
time and cumulative rror propagation. 
The finite difference model we developed is similar to the Leendertse-Gritton [6] 
approach, which is a two-dimensional, vertical averaged, three-time leveled, implicit- 
implicit computation i  alternating directions. Since the CFL  criterion applies only to the 
explicit step, the implicit-implicit scheme allows greater flexibility in the choice of time 
step. However,  a grid system other than Leendertse's  was used in an effort to better 
model the effects of canals in the estuarine system. In this model, both the water 
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elevation and the water depth are measured at the center of the grid square while in 
Leendertse's they are, respectively, measured at the four corners and at the center of the 
grid. The use of a single point for both the elevation and the depth is more convenient 
when defining a canal, and the Chezy coefficients tend to be less smoothed out by the 
large gradient of the water bottom features. 
For a homogeneous system, the continuity and the momentum equations, after being 
vertically integrated, are given, respectively, as follows: 
a~ + OHU + aHV 
ax = o (1) 
au au  aU _ fv  + a?, u VUr-7-  
a--i- + u - - f f  + v g + g HC 2 pH = o (2) 
a V a V a V + I u + g a ~ v'x/-U-r-+-~ ~ ~ =o,  (3) 
a--t- + U ~ + V ay -~  + g HC 2 - pH 
where = water elevation with respect o a reference water level, 
H=h+~,  
h = water depth from reference water level to the bottom, 
U = vertically averaged velocity n x-direction, 
V = vertically averaged velocity in y-direction, 
f = 2II sin ~b = Coriolis parameter, 
= Earth's angular velocity in rad/sec, 
~b = center latitude of model area in radians, 
g = gravitational constant, 
p = water density, 
~s = wind stress at water surface (x and y represent components), 
C = Chezy function for bottom friction, 
= (1.486/m)H ~16 (Manning's formula with H in ft), 
m = Manning's roughness coefficient. 
Several approximations were made for the above equations. Because of the low 
velocity gradients of the estuarine system, the diffusive transport of momentum, i.e., the 
second-order derivative of velocity terms, can be neglected. Therefore, both the laminar 
and eddy viscosity terms are dropped. The atmospheric pressure gradients are negligible 
within the modelled area, and rainfall and evaporation are not considered and are 
dropped. For simplicity, the water density is considered to be homogeneous and 
unchanging, which gives rise to a first-order approximation i  the salinity distribution 
study. 
In this model, the finite difference approach to solving these partial differential 
equations divides the time variable into three levels. They are designated as n - 1, n, and 
n + 1 levels. In the first half time step, the known variables are ~,-I, U,-1, ~, and V". The 
continuity equation (1) and the U momentum equation (2) are solved implicity for ~+1 
and U "÷~, one row at a time until the entire modelled area is covered. Advancing one 
time level, at the second half time step, the known variables are ~", V", ~"÷t, and U "÷~. 
The continuity equation (1) and the V momentum equation (3) are solved implicity again 
for ~,+2 and V "÷2, one column at a time. The procedure of alternating directions for 
every advancing half time step in U and V is repeated for all subsequent calculations 
until the allotted time is reached. 
At the first half time step, the difference formula for the continuity equation and the U 
momentum equation are given, respectively, as follows: 
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~+1- -  ~i j  f in  un+l  __ l~n ]rTn+l - -n  n - -n  n 
- - A t  + ui+Lj i+l,JAx "~uo" ' i J  q Hvij+~Vi'j+t-HvliVqAy = 0 (4) 
U,+,,, Ui-,,j+ V*" Ui,~+, i '~-'-fV*" +~x-x [ 2 
~T.n.+l __ , . [  V~- I  -~- V~ n-1 -- n-I n-,  __ un - I  C;+I  C~- I  
2At 2Ax 2Ay 
:'"+' " - ' ]  U~ +~+U~ -1 + , .2  - .  - .~ . 
_ si-Li + ~i-~,~j +g X/(U~-~) ~ (V i i )  I (Hu~Cu,)-  ~'~/(PH u~) = 0, (5) 2 2 
where the overbar denotes a two-point spacial average and the superscript * denotes a 
four-point spacial average. Since the grid system of this model is different from 
Leendertse's, the definition of these spacial averages are also different. A comparison of 
these averaged terms are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. The major difference lies in the 
definitions of H and C, through which the averages of this model lessen the lateral 
smoothing effect for better canal modelling. 
To solve Eqs. (4) and (5) implicity, they are rewritten by grouping the coefficients as 
follows: 
on+l  --[- rv !"/" n+! n+t --a~i ]i -- ~ i j~ i j  + a~ij = Aij 
/3. . .~ +' ¢~+] a ,~.+' 
I J~ l ]  + "4- I"~i+l,jU i+t,j --~" Bib 
(6) 
(7) 
where At a =gAx 
a 0 1 + At  . -1  . -1  = UiL j )+gAtV(U~)2+ . .  2 - .  -.2 Ax (Ui+,,j- (V i i ) / (Hu jCv)  
At 
~'J = - a---x FI ~,~ 
n--I 2+ ~n 2 -- n --n 2 n-1 A 0 = [1 - gAt~/(Uij  ) (Vo)/(H%Cv,j)]Ui~ 
At - . t  +g_A_~(~,Tt,j_~_t)+EAt.x/(pffI.vo)+[2fAt _ ~At (U,.j+I"-~ - U,"j2~O] V*" 
. At - .  . 
Bij = ~,j - ~ (H  v i + V ,j+ ~ - /4  ~,,j V ,]) 
Similarly, at the second half time step, the difference quations for the continuity and 
the V momentum equations are, respectively, 
q ,[~. Ui+IjLd l+l J  -- .t~LOii " LYq q" Vi,l+l~'i,j+l ax Vq v i i  = 0 
At Ax Ay (8) 
,, . _ ,, . . or r~+2+r .  V~+2 - Vii" + ~[T*n+lij Vi+ 1'1 Vi- l ' J  -~" vn+2 V i ' j+ l  - Vi' j -1 _4- z~f[T*n+l ~y  [ "~q "aq --q + 
2A t 2Ax 2A y " z 
yn+2 n ] V~ +2 + V~ .x/trT,,+l.t2 + gl[l.n~2l(l~n+|~,(n+l)2 ~ s -- n+l'~ --si' J-=+~i'J-l J+g "~'-'0 J ~--ip,~"v,j "~v,j J-'ry/(pHvoj-O.- 2 2 
Rearranging them by grouping the coefficients: 
(9) 
• " l t r  n+2 -I- t Trn+2 t 
- -  L¢ S i , j - - I  - OL ij V ij "~" a t~; ' j  +2 = Ai j  
I vn+2.4_ n+2 /~t i7n+2 t ~ij--O - ;~ij :4" ~,ij+l--ij+~ = Bi j ,  
(10)  
(1 .1 )  
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Table 1. Leendertse-Gritton's grid system (3 time levels: n -½, n, n + ~) 
j+ l  
i -1  











(+) ,~ Water level 
(0) h Depth 
( - )  UVelocity 
(I) V Velocity 
The 4-point average and the 2-point averages for the point (i + ~, j): 
, l 
Vi+¢1/2).i = ~ (Vi,j+(I/2) + Vi.i 0/2) + Vi+l.i+(I/2) + Vi+l,i o/2)) 
AU I [rrn+(i/2) ITn_(I/2) X 
A~-  = A T ~ L/i+(l/2).j -- ~ i+(I/2).j] 
AU 1 i r rn  (1/2) rrn-(l/2) x 
2Ax 2Ax ~';  i+~3/2)j - .-~ i-~l/2~,jy 
AU 1 {¥Tn-(II2 ) rr a-(l/2) X 
2Ay 2Ay ~LJ i+(l/2)'j+l- Ll i+(l/2)'j-l] 
1 ¢lrn+(l/2) ± rrn_(i/2 ) x 
~Jt ~ ~ g w i+(I/2).j T W i+(I/2).j] 
/ bi+l'j/Yn+(I/2)2 2 ~ ~j--(l/2)) - -  __ - -  hi+l.] -- ,, 
~ l ~ yn-l /2 ~+('/2) 
Ax Ax 
/~. 1 ° 
ui+o/:l.i = ~ (hi+tl/2).j+(IF2) + hi ol:),j-o/2) + ~i+l./+ ~)  
--n l n 
where 
1.486 F 1 
| -~(h ,  (i/2)d+(i/2)+ h,+(i/2).j+(i/2,h,+(l/2).j (1,2)+ h,-(l/2,.j (1/2))+ ¢,~/116 
"l 
C ~ 
q--  m L ~ 3 
where  
At  
a ' = g -A-~ 
At  . 
a~ i = 1 + -~y (V i , j+  1 - V~,j_I) --1- gAtV(U*"+I )  2 + ~,--ijltX"n~21trC-tn+lT"(n+l)2xt~,'" V i ~-~ Vii ] 
A t  f i .+ l  
[J - A y v,j 
A~j = [1 - gAt~v/ (U~"+l )  2 + r x1.~:/r ~.+l r~( .+l )~l  r.  
~,v i i J  I~,~tx Vii 1~-'Vij ] JV i j  
A t  n s -n+l  [ At  - . _ Vn ] l [ . .+  . 
B'~j = W' -  A-Zt ',q"+' "~"+' ~"+'U~ ÷') 
AX ~" Ui+l,j Ll i+l,j - Ui i 
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Table 2. Grid system used in this model (3 time levels: n - 1, n, n + 1) 
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j+ l  
1¢ Ax 
Vi . j  + i 
) 
Ay 




i i+1  
The 4-point average and the 2-point averages for the point (i, j): 
, 1 
Vi, =~(Vi I.,+l+ Vi.,+,+ Vi,+ Vi t j) 
AU 1 .+, .-t 
2At 2At(U~' -U~j  ) 
AU_  1 "U" I .-I 
2Ax 2~X ~ i+ ld -  U i - ld )  
AU 1 n- I  n - I  
2Ay 2Ay 
u,- =~-I (uU'+u~') 
n+l n n+l  n 
Ax Ax 2 
and 
- -n 1 n n Cu,+,.~ = ~ (C~j + C~+,.~) 
_ 1.486 ~),/6 r" -,1/61 -~m [(hi,+ +(hi+i.i+si+,.jJ J 
(+) Water level 
(0) h Depth 
(1) U Velocity 
( - )  V Velocity 
The boundary condition treatment for each of the alternating direction steps is the 
same. For illustrative purposes, only one set of boundary conditions is discussed here. 
There are four possible cases involved in solving the implicit equations. 
1. Open-open ends 
-1  denotes an open end, 0 denotes a closed end, 1 denotes a wet grid element. 
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According to the grid system used by this model, the U velocity is at the left boundary 
of the grid element. The unknown velocities located at the × marks are, respectively, U2, 
U3, and U4. They are to be solved implicitly along with the water elevations ~2 and if3. 
The driving forces are the tidal inputs at grids 1 and 4. The tidal inputs are designated as 
~] and ~4. The implicit equations for this 4-grid system are derived from Eqs. (6) and (7), 
dropping jth row subscript: 
I'a2U] + a~] = A2+ aff~ (a) 
i = 2//32U2+ ~+/33U 2= B2 (b) 
2 2 2 
i = 3 [ -a~2+ a3U3+ a~3 = A3 (c) 
2 2 2 
~- /33U3 Jr- if3 -}-/34U4 = B3 (d) 
i = 4 { -a t2+ c~,U~ = An-  OC 2. (e) 
The unknowns are with superscript 2, i.e., time level n = 2, and are solved by the 
following tridiagonal matrix system: 
I a j   [A2a 11 /33 J':~/ B2 /33 ~ /34 /~,~/ B; -,,  ,,4 Lt,4j ,,,;-,,c~J 
2. Open-closed ends 
,1 '  ' I /A 
1 2 3 4 
Grid 4 is closed. U4 and Eq. (e) are dropped from the above equations, yielding the 
following matrix system: 
] lIA2+a 1 -a  ~, /~2/  A~ 
3. Closed-open ends 
r//////A 
j ~ /_ /~ 1 1 -1 
1 2 3 4 
Grid 1 is closed. U2 and Eq. (a) are dropped in this case, yielding the following matrix 
system: 
-a  or3 a JU~|= A3 
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4. Closed-closed ends 
1 2 3 4 
Both U2 and U4 and Eqs. (a) and (d) are dropped, yielding the following matrix system: 
o3  [B2 IA3 
/33 L #~ J B3 
Whenever tidal input is not specified, a flow input should be given at the open ends. The 
flow velocities at the boundary are set prior to the solving of the matrix system. 
The procedure of the implicit-implicit scheme gives staggered solutions for U and V. 
With the known values at time level n - 1 and n, the modelled area is solved row by row 
for velocity U and water elevation ~v at the first time level n + 1. They are solved 
implicitly according to the boundary conditions at each row. 
At the second half time step, i.e., the next time level, the known values are at time 
levels n and n + 1. The modelled area is solved again, this time column by column, for 
velocity V and water elevation ~v at time level n + 2 according to the boundary 
conditions at each column. 
The procedure repeats itself every two, subsequent, half time steps. Graphically, the 
alternating scheme can be represented as follows: 
Time level 
n - 1 C'u U ' ~  
n ~ /j~,, v '  
n + 1 ~tiU ~ _ , ~  
n + 2 ~ " ~  ~vV 
n+3 ~ ' v U ' ~ ~  ~ 
n+4 ~'vV' 
n + 5 ~vU ~ 
n + 6 ~vV 
(known) 
The implicit-explicit scheme, however, works with only two time levels. With the known 
values at time level n, the modelled area is first solved implicitly row by row at time level 
n + 1 for velocity U and water elevation ~. It is then solved explicitly column by column 
for velocity V at the same time l vel. 
At the second half time step, the modelled area is solved again implicitly column by 
column for velocity V at time level n + 2. It is then solved explicitly row by row for U at 
the same time level. Graphically, the alternating scheme can be represented as follows: 
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Time Level 
n & V. U. 
n+l  ~ U~V 
n+2 G V,~U,  
n+3 ~ U~V 
n+4 G V,~U,  
(known) 
( $ ) implicit 
("*) explicit 
Since the time step size for the explicit scheme is restricted by the CFL criterion, the 
step size is usually four- to eighffold smaller than that of the implicit-implicit scheme so 
that the computational instability may be avoided. Therefore, the implicit-implicit 
scheme is in general about four to eight times faster than the implicit-explicit scheme 
solely because of the savings resulting from the large step size. 
Both computer programs for implicit-implicit and implicit-explicit schemes are 
verified against a one-dimensional theoretical case. A rectangular prismatic hannel of 
length L and depth h is used in the test. The standing wave equations are 
OZU 02U 
w--  gh ~- r  
a2~ _ a2~ 
~F-  gh ~ 
and the standing wave solution is 
U(x, t) = 
,~(x,  t )  - 
ac ~(-~-1) ]  cos(tot) h cos (to L )  sin[to L x 
a L 
cos(to C)cos[to ~ (L -1 ) ]  sin(tot), 
where a is the amplitude of the input sinusoidal tide with a period T, C = X /~ and 
to = 2rrlT. A 30,000-meter-long channel with one end closed is divided into 13 grids. A 
sinusoidal tidal input of one meter amplitude is placed at grid 1. The theoretical velocity 
U2 is plotted against the output of both schemes on Fig. 1. The outputs of the 
implicit-implicit and the implicit-explicit schemes are identical and are plotted with the 
same symbol. However, both models have a built-in bottom friction function whose 
Manning's roughness coefficient is set at 0.026. The result is therefore shifted slightly to 
the right of the theoretical curve, as expected. 
A one-dimensional implicit model with friction was also written. The result is plotted 
alongside the two-dimensional models. The result of a one-dimensional model, written 
by Harleman and Lee [7], is also plotted for a general comparison. 
Figure 2 shows a water elevation comparison at the closed end, grid 13, between the 
theoretical prediction and results of the implicit-implicit model. 
This model has been applied to several geographic locations in order to check out 
the computer program. One of these locations is the Atchafalaya-Vermilion Bay area 
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Fig. 3. Atchafalaya-Vermilion Bay. 
(Fig. 3). After steady state is reached, the mass conservation is checked at the beginning 
and ending of a 24-h tidal cycle. The result is found to be less than a 0.002% error. 
The CFL criterion dictates a At <<. As['X/2ghmax for a stable time step in an explicit 
calculation. For the Atchafalaya-Vermilion Bay area, the implicit-explicit model had to 
use a maximum half time step of 112.5 sec to avoid running into instability, whereas the 
implicit-implicit model may have an equivalent time step of 450 sec. This is a fourfold 
gain in computer CPU time. Some of the results are shown in Figs. 4 through 9. 
An attempt was made to add a salinity dispersion feature to this model without 
rewriting the computer program. A first-order estimate of the result was obtained by 
assuming the water density to be constant and neglecting all sources, sinks, rainfall, 
evaporation, seepage, and slip of the dispersed substance. 
The results for the Atchafalaya-Vermilion Bay area under the no-wind condition are 
plotted and shown in Figs. 10 through 13. In Fig. 10, salinities are initially set uniformly to 
10 ppt throughout the area. Figures 11 through 13 show the salinity distribution after 
steady state has been reached. 
Inputting data is relatively simple for this computer program, and that simplicity is one 
of the advantages of this model. For example, changing the geometry of the plot from 
one estuary location to another is accomplished essentially by changing one input card. 
Detailed explanations for input cards will be provided in a User's Instruction Manual (to 
be published). 
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Fig. 7. Constant wind results for comparison with Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 8. Current distribution at 4th day, 20th hour, with sinusoidal tidal input. 
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Fig. I 1. Salinity distribution at 4th day, 4th hour. 
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Fig. 12. Salinity distribution at 4th day, 12th hour. 
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Fig. 13. Salinity distribution at 4th day, 20th hour. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The impl ic i t - impl ic i t  scheme is des igned to reduce computer  CPU t ime by  taking a 
larger t ime step as compared  to the impl ic i t -exp l ic i t  scheme.  Compar i sons  were made 
when the program was appl ied to severa l  d i f ferent geographic  locat ions.  T ime savings 
var ied f rom four-  to eightfold.  
The grid system chosen for  this mode l  will better  model  channels  and canals.  
However ,  the grid size is still too large to truly mode l  a channel .  The next  logical  step is 
to incorporate  var iable  grid sizes into the computer  program.  Prov is ion  for var iable 
boundar ies  caused by  f looding should also be made.  
The sal in i ty s tudy of this mode l  seems to give a reasonab ly  good f i rst -order est imat ion.  
The s impl ic i ty  of  using this p rogram makes  the model  at t ract ive  to users.  
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